
The Raspberry 
Phone

This Project Does involve 2 types of 
computers and stuff bought on amazon.

This is not a 
real phone it 
is just a 
handheld 
device that 
can run 
computer 
programs.



Define the Problem
Most phones cant run computer programs so they can’t run stuff people 
can run on computers, A example is: Java, A Terminal, A Programming 
App, Or computer games with a bluetooth keyboard or mouse. So they 
have to spend more money just to use computer programs.

Another Problem is on phones you can use a usb on a phone without a 
adapter so you can’t get storage devices plugged in to the phone 
without a adapter.



Research
I had to look up some simple commands to program the pi phone 
and that was basically it for Research(Website in bibliography).

Bibliography
Get your Raspberry pi Today!- 
https://www.raspberrypi.com/

This Project wouldn't be possible without this site- 
https://pimylifeup.com/
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https://pimylifeup.com/


Requirements
- The Phone has to have a power supply
- The Phone has to have a Display
- The phone has to be able to run computer programs
- The phone has to have a on screen keyboard.
-



Constraints/Limitations
Because This is a modified computer to become a phone it can't save 
something a phone has so i couldn't add a speaker or a mic they can 
be hooked up to a usb to have a speaker and a mic or you could use 
bluetooth, because the plugs on the raspberry pi board was taking up 
the slots for the speaker and mic, and it has a lot of lag



LAG DEMONSTRATION
A image will appear when loaded 

(Slideshow Mode Must be on)



Prototype Designs/Blueprints
The first Prototype was 
destroyed due to a glitch in the 
raspberry pi. The raspberry pi 
doesn't have a hard drive but a 
micro sd card for Os and data 
storage. The raspberry pi was 
running when i hit reboot, long 
story short it never rebooted 
because it destroyed the micro 
SD card! Warning do not plug in 
this micro SD card because it 
will overheat very fast. This 
made me restart the project.



Prototype Designs/Blueprints

Pi No. 2 

This one should no overload during 
development because it has 128 
GB instead of 8GB and wifi is 
pre-set and host name will be set 
from the start.
On Jan, 14 i finished the project.



Materials
- 3.5 inch touchscreen display with stylus 
- Raspberry pi 3 Model 3 B
- Power Supply
- Micro usb cord 
- Raspberry pi case
- 128GB micro SD card + 8 GB for prototype
- Windows 11 Computer



Procedures
- Step 1, install the raspberry pi default operating system with a 

Windows 11 computer
- Step 2, Plug the screen into the raspberry pi.
- Step 3, type in the commands to install the screen drivers to the 

raspberry pi, then activate the screen.
- Step 4, Config the raspberry pi(because you can't config them 

when the phone display is on because the save button is off 
screen.)

- Step 5, install Bluetooth, and the on screen keyboard.
- Step 6, Remove low power voltage warning because it takes up to 

much room.
- Step 7, Shutdown the computer and unplug it from the wall and 

plug it into power bank.
- Step 8, TEST IT



Testing and Data
- When trying to make my own power supply the wires melted.
- Tip! Don't use a battery pack to charge or power a small or big 

computer! So i had to buy one off amazon. 1 day before the 
new power supply arrives i tested it with no power supply so i 
plugged it into a computer to give it power and tested it and it 
is really good it has a good keyboard but after that because 
this was the first prototype after this the project had to be 
restarted. 

- Look in Prototype Designs to find some data of the first 
prototype.

- When i finished it it worked really well, this project took a 
long time to make and i can't carry a computer in my hand 
around like a phone.



Reflection
- I wish i could add a speaker and a microphone but i couldn't 

because, the screen was taking up the plugs space for the mic 
and the speaker the only way to do that is with the mic and 
speaker jack. 

- I also with that i could add a camera but you would have to 
add that with usb, look this is a handheld computer phone i 
cant add everything of a real phone or a computer.

- There is somethings that I couldn't do such as the machines 
app motto “If is a website it’s a app, if it is a app to bad so 
sad” because it wasn't a operating system that had a app store 
like apple ipad/iphone.

-



Redesign 
- The only redesign is the micro SD card from 8GB to 128GB 

because the first one broke.

To



Results

Image Of The 
Device!

The Files Of the 

code was wiped after 

the project was 

made so i can make 

more cool projects 

with the raspberry pi

The Results were pretty good I could use a terminal to control the device and I 
could install computer programs on it and I could use some java programs on it 
so I would say it is pretty good.



Proposal
Most phones can’t run computer programs, because of this in order to 

get computer programs they have to spend more money to get computer 
programs. This project fixed that with a handheld device that can run 
computer programs.

This project has to have features as a phone such as a onscreen 
keyboard, a display, a power supply, and it has to run computer programs. 
But all of this has limits such as it doesn't have a built in microphone or a 
built in speaker.

The building was easy but the programing was hard such as when my 
sister distracted me and I accidentally hit the delete taskbar button, so I 
had to restart the project. I later had a micro Sd card failure breaking the 
micro sd card so I had to get a new one, making me restart AGAIN, when 
testing it worked well I could toggle the keyboard and go on to chrome and 
browse the internet.

The final prototype was closest to solving the problem but I couldn't get 
apps from apple or google, but I could run computer programs.

This device solved that phones can’t run computer programs I used the 
touchscreen to make a handheld phone device with the power supply. This 
can run java programs when not at your computer, but one thing don’t go 
through all this work, just use a remote desktop from you phone to your 
computer, but this solved the problem.


